
The River (Roaring River)

The river runs north-south, which is along the horizon looking from the veranda. There are three access points:

1. ‘Pond Access’. Walk parallel to the right hand fence line until you see the pond. Go around to the left
hand side of the pond and you will see a trail going down behind the dam. You need to scramble over the
rocks and just ’go for it’ or you’ll sink in the mud. This is where you would start the Lazy River float with
the tubes you took from the garage.

2. ‘South Beach’ Easy access for short float. Take the concrete track roads, past Catbird Cottage and the
workshop. Follow the road which bends to the right under the bamboo and continue straight until you see
the river. The muddy path to the right leads down to a stony beach. Jump in float round to the water
wheel.

3. ‘North Beach’ Where the waterwheel is. You can see the wheel from the entrance to South Beach. Follow
the directions above, but at the river turn left and walk along the riverside lane. You’ll reach a road to the
right which leads down to the river. There’s a beach and two swimming areas, above and below the water
wheel. There are hidden rocks under the rapids so be careful.

The Water Wheel

Conceived and engineered by Jerry in 2006. He will happily give you the expert tour. If he’s not around or you
want to guide yourself, it’s a ‘spiral pump water wheel’ which works by scooping water and air alternately and
compressing it through the 9 wraps of pipe that put it under enough pressure to pump the water up beyond 70’

Birding

Help yourself to the binoculars and bird books on the veranda. There are squirrels and wild birds around the
house, including many of our releases. Our parrot releases have a leg band. Any parrots on the feeders without
bands are probably wild-born babies of banded parents. There’s a checklist on the verandah, and if you use
ebird we would love you to record your finds. As always, please don’t talk to or interact with the release birds.

The Trails

The property is bordered by fences, the river or the road, so unless you cross one of those you will not be
outside of Rock Farm. If you go around by the old quarry, you may find yourself by our small red-roof rental
house. Walk around via the front or back garden and continue on with your trail. Any cleared trail will eventually
lead somewhere, so go explore.

The Trees

Many of the trees have fruit which you’re very welcome to try. Watch for bees nests under the coconut leaves
and red ant nests at the base of many of the trees. You will be incredibly lucky to see a snake, scorpion or
tarantula so make sure you have your camera handy.

The Pond

If you wait by the pond you may see turtles, frogs, kingfishers, herons, egrets and possibly a crocodile.

Fishing

If you would really like your fishing fix, the pond is full of large tilapia. We use it as a reservoir for our pelican
food, but will happily sacrifice a few if want to get your hook in the water. There’s a small fishing rod in the
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Rules of the road

 To turn left on any highway: pull to the right and wait for ALL traffic to clear before turning. This doesn’t apply
in town & city limits.

 Turn signals can mean many different things: A right signal can mean ‘I am turning right’ or ‘I am pulling to the
right in order to turn left’, or ‘I will stay here and you should overtake’ or ‘I am staying here and so should you
as it’s not safe to overtake.’ Basically, ignore/distrust any signals from other drivers.

 If someone is not signaling this also means nothing: they could turn, stop, overtake or pull left or right at any
moment

 If someone swerves left or right, don’t assume they know what they are doing. Wait for them to finish doing
whatever it is before you pull around them.

 Don’t pull right up to the end of a T junction: everyone cuts the corners.

 You must pull up and wait at manned Police checkpoints. They may signal you through or ask to see your
license. Vehicle tax and insurance are stuck to the screen, the ‘title’ should be in the glove box.

 Be aware that drinking and driving is illegal but not enforced

 Don’t pick up hitchhikers - most are fine but there’s always that one… it’s not worth your risk.

 Many road surfaces become extremely slippery in the rain: drive accordingly.

 Potholes can be huge. Try to avoid them if you can do so safely, especially if they’re full of water

 Speed-bumps are unmarked, unlit and everywhere. These bumps are also pedestrian crossings. Cars must
give way to pedestrians. Pedestrians will not look at you or stop for you - if you hit them, it’s your fault.

 Cyclists fall under the same rule as pedestrians. If you hit one, it’s your fault. Even when it’s not your fault.

 Keep an eye on the fuel gauge. Gas stations can be very far apart

Going Places without a car (check out our Transport Guide on the verandah for further info)

By Bus: The bus can be an adventure. Express busses usually don’t stop between towns, the ‘chicken bus’ will
stop everywhere and anywhere. Costs from Belmopan return are around $12 (Belize City) $20 (Corozal and Punta
Gorda) $6 (San Ignacio) and $2 Belmopan to Roaring Creek (all BZ$). There are many small ‘busitos’ that make
local runs into Belmopan from outlying villages (routes are on their windscreen). You can wave them down at any
point in their journey, or catch them at the market place where they park between trips

To the Airport: Buses don’t go to the International Airport. You will need to take the Belize City bus and then get a
$25BZ taxi to the terminal

To the Water Taxi: There are two in Belize City: Ocean Ferry (formerly Caye Caulker Water Taxi) and San
Pedro Belize Express. Ocean Ferry is on the swing bridge but has had some ‘issues’ lately, so we recommend the
other company. They chanrge around $65BZ round trip to Caye Caulker and $75 to San Pedro. They run regularly
from early morning to around 5pm. San Pedro Belize Express has a secure car park and a fancy terminal.

Tropic/Maya Air: They fly all over the country including the Cayes, and Tropic Air have a small airport in
Belmopan. Its more expensive than the water taxi but it’s a fabulous trip. If you a single traveler it’s cheaper to fly
Belmopan to Belize City or to San Pedro than use a road (and water) taxi.

By Taxi and Shuttle for transfers: The local taxis are about the same price as the shuttles (only if there’s
more than 2 people) but the vehicles are nowhere near as plush. Shuttle transfers to the airport are around $70US.
Let us know if you need a quote

Using local taxis. Make sure they have a green license plate and you get a price in Belize Dollars before
you travel

For any service or product, ensure sure both you and the vendor agree the currency. So often visitors take $25 taxi

Getting around Belize
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BELIZE CITY

Preferred Agent: Crystal Auto Rental: Belize City and PGIA Tel: 223 1600 or 0800 777 7777 (toll
free) www.crystal-belize.com. Includes a cooler, cell phone & Guatemala insurance)

Hertz: Belize International Airport (PGIA). 225 3300/ 223 5395/610-2522

Avis: Municipal Airport and PGIA branches. 225 2385 / 2629 / 223 4619 avisbelize@btl.net

Belize Estate Auto Rental (Ford Motor Company): Slaughterhouse Road, Belize City Tel: 223 6016
(24hrs)

Budget Rent-a-car: Mile 2.5 Northern Hwy and PGIA 223 2435 / 3986 www.budget-belize.com

Kia Rent-a-car: Belize City and PGIA branches. Pick-up and free shuttle bus. 223 6016 / 223 0642

AQ Rental, Belize City Airport and Northern Highway locations & Placencia 225 5122

BELMOPAN

Motor Solutions: Hummingbird Highway, Belmopan (near the roundabout) 822 0644 (John)

sales@motorsolutions.bz

Multiple vehicles: Mahindra 4x4 pick-up truck. $180BZ ($90US) per day which includes fully
comprehensive insurance and unlimited mileage (fuel not included). No age restrictions. Booking
essential in advance. Also now using Chevy trucks. Call for a quote.

SAN IGNACIO

Cayo Rentals: Benque Viejo Road, San Ignacio, 824 2222/ 610 4779 (Frank)

$160BZ per day plus $100 deposit. Price includes 3rd party liability. Fully comprehensive insurance
$28BZ per day extra.

Matus Auto Rental, 18 Benque Viejo Road, San Ignacio 824 2005 / 633 4702 / 824 2086
matuscarrental@gmail.com. Very reasonable fees ($120Bz and up) and for an extra fee they provide a
pick-up service from Belize City, so you can keep your vehicle to the end of your trip.

Belize City rentals from the ‘names’ start at around $60 US per day plus insurance: approx.
$24US for fully comprehensive or $16 for 3rd party liability.

Most stipulate that drivers are over 25yrs. All drivers must have a full, valid drivers licence

As with everything in Belize, agree your price and agree the currency before you sign up.

(1 USD = 2 BZD)

Visit https://belize.com/drivers-guide-to-beautiful-belize/ for some great information on the main
driving routes in Belize

Vehicle Rental
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The following pages contain ideas for self-guided trips you can take in a day or less. We
recommend downloading a google map to use offline before you leave

Tour Guides

Belizean tour guides are strictly regulated, well trained and knowledgeable. We use Cayo Adventure Tours
generally and Mayawalk Tours (see price lists in tour section), and we have personal friends who are specialist
bird guides. Caves Branch Resort offer their signature tours (also in tour section) but you must arrange these in
advance. Let us know if you’re interested or need help arranging any other tour, especially if you don't have a
vehicle.

Planning your own trips

If you intend to do a lot of tours you’ll pay less if you rent a vehicle rather than using a tour operator, especially if
there are more than two in your party. However, vehicle rental is expensive and road conditions are tricky. We
can recommend a licensed guide to accompany you in your rental vehicle at a reasonable rate (around $70 US/
day)

The outings we have identified are grouped into areas. Some are tight itineraries and others leisurely days out.
The time you could/should spend at your destination is up to you. The list is absolutely not exhaustive.

The buses run frequently and are quite cheap. The nearest bus stop is at Westar at the end of our road, or the
Central Terminal is in Belmopan opposite Scotia Bank. Flag the bus on the roadside: he won’t stop if you just
stand there. Avoid peak hours (7:30-8:30am and 5-6pm) as they are often full and won’t stop at all. We can take
you to a bus stop and you can call us or take a taxi from Belmopan on your return. The small ‘busitos’ are cheap
and very frequent, but only run between a few villages so watch their destination carefully.

Security

Most excursions have a secure car park with a guard so you could leave concealed items in the vehicle. Try to
be sensible: don’t push your luck with expensive electronics, jewellery, cash and essentials such as passports.

Driving (see also “Rules of the road” page)

The roads are pretty quiet, but the road surface is not great and potholes appear out of nowhere. Police check
points may ask to see your driving licence, so keep that with you. Night driving in Cayo can be a little unnerving,
and drinking and driving is not the taboo it is in other countries so be aware that not everyone on the road is not
quite as alert as you are.

One quirky road-use tip: when you are on the highway and you want to pull to the left, you pull off to the right
until it’s all clear and then make your left. Some drivers actually indicate a left turn, while making the right-hand
pull-off. It’s very disconcerting. But point being, if you go to make a regular left-hand turn with another vehicle
behind you, chances are he will try to overtake and smack straight into you. This rule does not apply in town…
but where the town stops and the highway officially begins is anyone’s guess.

Directions

The number of road-signs in the country can be counted on one hand, and if you ask for directions you’ll get
helpful tips like ‘turn left at my grannies' house’. Best to check the route before you set off.

Entry Fees & Tour Fees

For some reason, resorts and tour companies often quote in US dollars, which is twice the amount of the Belize
dollar price. Make sure you set your price and currency before agreeing to anything.

Trips & Tours - general info
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Belmopan & Surrounds

Roaring River Golf Course: A challenging20 acre, 9-hole course (2 tees per hole for 18). South
African ex-pro Paul Martin designed and built the course in 2002 and even if you don’t play well, you
can really have fun with the crocodile infested water-hazards. Green fees run at around $35-$50BZ
and clubs and balls are available. There’s a clubhouse bar and at only a mile stroll down the road
from Rock Farm (out of the gate and turn left) it’s worth the walk for a cold one.

Guanacaste Park: A 20 acre park managed by the Belize Audubon Society, where Roaring
Creek meets the Belize River. There are a few spectacular Guanacaste trees, although unfortunately
many of them fell during Hurricane Richard in 2010. There are often monkeys in the park.

Another Word ’Hammock’ Bridge: Take the left turning before the Roaring Creek bridge,
almost opposite the gas station. Go half a mile to the back of that road, park up and take some
selfies on a well-hidden treasure of a bridge.

George Price Centre: They often have exhibits and concerts so its worth checking their
website to see what’s happening whilst you are in town. www.gpcbelize.com

The Art Box: For those obligatory souvenirs or just to check out the local artists. The Art Box
has become The Place for artists and artisans to exhibit their work –and rightly so. The setting is
beautiful and the owner knowledgeable and interested in art of every kind. The building was
designed and built by him, and many of the works are crafted by his hands.

Taxi Tour of Belmopan: Belmopan was historically the smallest capital city in the world
(although it’s grown a little since then) so you really should get a good look at it whilst you’re here.
Take a local taxi for a tour of Belmopan and the surrounding villages. You’ll see the embassies and
government buildings, the ‘Spanish districts’ of Salvapan and Las Flores and the ’Maya districts’ of
Maya Mopan. Many people still build their homes and outbuildings with traditional thatch and mud-
wall. The areas around the outskirts of Belmopan are untouched bush and the sounds of howler
monkeys and bush cats can often be heard.

Bus tour of Belmopan: For a cheap adventure, hail one of the busito mini-vans that service ‘the
pans’ (Maya Mopan, Salvapan, Belmopan) For a few dollars you could ride all afternoon. They stop
right at the end of our road in Roaring Creek: flag one down and it will take you to Belmopan market,
from there you can catch another to the outlying villages.

Belmopan Market: There’s a static market in Belmopan and the food is cheap and tasty at the little
huts. Tuesdays and Fridays there’s a bigger market, mostly more food, produce and clothes, but
also a fascinating herb lady.

Trips & Tours
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Mountain Pine Ridge

The best route into Mountain Pine Ridge is the Cristo Rey Road in the heart of San Ignacio, (genrally better
condition than the Georgeville road). Go left onto the highway out of Rock Farm and travel for about 45
minutes into San Ignacio. Do not make any of the right turns in the town. You’ll eventually reach a steep left
turn signed San Antonio, Cristo Rey, Maya Mountain Lodge and several others. Take a few towels and at least
one change of clothing, there are a lot of swimming spots.

1000-Foot falls
Just after the famous Blancaneaux Lodge (owner by Francis Ford Coppla) there’s a sign for 1000-foot falls.
It’s about 5 miles in on a rocky road. You can’t really get close to the falls, it’s just a viewpoint looking down
into the waterfall valley and a nice photo-opportunity. If you’re sharp-eyed you can see a pair of rare orange-
breasted falcons that live in the gorge.

Rio On Pools
After you’ve turned onto the Caracol Road for about 5 miles, you will see signs for the pools as you near the
crest of a hill. The river and pools are visible from the road. Park in one of the roadside bays and walk down to
the gorgeous, clear limestone pools that cascade down the hillside.

Rio Frio Caves
A few miles after Rio on Pools, the caves are on the right hand side, only a few hundred yards off the road.
There are some beautiful formations there: it’s well worth the short diversion

Big Rock Falls
When you park by the signs, you’ll see a trail straight ahead. Follow that and stay to the right. The trail is
extremely steep and you need to use the railing and rope provided. At the bottom, go to the left and continue
on to the waterfall and swimming hole. Apparently it’s safe to jump off the rocks too.

5 Sisters Falls
We hear that the new owners of the resort are no longer allowing public access to the falls. This is such a
shame but there’s really not much to be done, especially as you have to cross their private land to reach the
river. It may be worth asking if you’re in there area though: things do change… To get there, take a right turn
(heading away from the highway) off the Caracol Road approximately 5 miles before Blancaneaux lodge. It
should be signposted to Gaia River Lodge.

Caracol (21/2 to 3 hrs drive from the highway)
We get mixed reports about whether or not you should use a guide for Caracol. If you decide to then get one
in San Ignacio and have them transport you. If you self-guide, you need to be at the park by midday at the
latest to make the most of it and catch the military guard. They close entry at 3pm and vacate by 4pm.

Barton Creek Caves
This is at Mile 7 of the Georgeville road (the other’ road to the one you went in on. We recommend Mike’s
Place as they have everything perfected: the cave tubing, zip lining, kayaking, restaurant: even the taxi service
in and out of San Ignacio. Contact 670 0441 or email MikeBogaert@gmail.com or Bartoncreekcave@gmail.com

Green Hills Butterfly Farm
We hear this is no longer a good value tour since the recent sale by the founder/owners. It’s $20US per
person for a brief tour and the information given is limited. But you will see hummingbirds & butterflies!

Trips & Tours
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Going West, San Ignacio & Beyond

Orange Gifts (spend 30 minutes)

Of course you will want souvenirs. Orange have a lot of unusual wood crafts many of which are made on the

premises, plus jewellery, paintings and pottery. There’s a bar and restaurant attached. They are on the

Highway close to Hot Mamas. It’s well signed and painted bright orange - you can’t miss it.

Hot Mama’s Pepper Sauce Tour (45 minutes) at Pepperland. Only 20 minutes from Rock Farm along

the highway, just after Orange Gallery. Tours only run at 10am and 4pm but the gift shop is open all day.

Ajaw chocolate making (1 hour) San Ignacio. An interesting and fun hands-on demonstration & tasting

of the traditional Mayan stone-grinding technique for $12US. Farm tour available for an additional fee

Green Iguana Project (1 hour with drinks)

A species-conservation project for the San Ignacio river area, this project is within the grounds of the San

Ignacio Hotel at the top of the hill in San Ignacio. Order a beer and get your tickets at the front desk at least

10 minutes before the tour starts: Tours run every hour on the hour, approx. $10US per person.

Cahal Pech Maya Site (1 hour) is at the top of the hill above the San Ignacio Hotel. It’s more of a

Residence than a temple and less excavated than Xuanantunich, but the views of the town from the hill are

fabulous and there are excavations ongoing.

El Pilar Maya Site (1 hour) in the picturesque village of Bullet Tree Falls, to the west of San Ignacio. El Pilar

is unexcavated and was declared an official archeological site in 1997, covering 9 square kilometers (3 and

1/4 square miles) of rainforest with five trail systems, It’s a fabulous nature reserve with riverside walks and

first-class bird watching. The ruin is not yet excavated.

Botanical Gardens (Duploys) (1 to 2 hours)

On the highway between Xuanantunich and San Ignacio. The turning is signed Belize Botanic Gardens, Chaa

Creek, Black Rock Lodge (next to a huge white house). The gardens are 5 miles along that dirt road. Open

7am to 5pm. Guided tours 7:30am to 3:00pm for $7.50US or self-guide entrance is $5US.

Xunantunich Maya Site (1½ to 2 hours)

West along the Western Highway takes you through San Ignacio and out toward the Guatemalan Border.

About 8 miles out of San Ignacio you meet the river on your right hand side in the village of San Jose Succotz.

Take the hand-crank ferry across the river by the gift stalls, and follow the road up the hill to the car park.

There’s quite a steep climb to the entrance, but you can ask for the barrier to be lifted so you can drop

passengers at the top of the hill if necessary. Entrance is less than $10US

Lunch Opportunities

The San Ignacio Hotel has an excellent restaurant (pricey though) and San Ignacio Town has many really

good restaurants, especially Guava Limb, Hodes and Hanna’s. San Jose Succotz is famed for Benny’s

Kitchen. Orange Gift’s outdoor restaurant is very pleasant and the food is great.

Trips & Tours
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Going East

The Belize Zoo
This ‘Best Little Zoo in the World’ is about 30 minutes from Belmopan travelling east on the Western
Highway (toward Belize City). It’s on the left hand side about 2 miles after Cheers & Amigos Restaurants.
Entry is $15US per non-Belizean adult and $10US per child 12 and under. There are reduced rates for
Belizeans. They are open 8am to 4pm.Spray up before you go in.

You can spend anything from one to two hours depending on your level of interest. If you’re lucky you will
get to handle the 9 foot boa at the entrance, and for extra $$ you can enter the enclosure with Junior
Buddy the jaguar. Guests have recommended doing the full 2-hour tour as you see so much more and
feed some of the iconic residents. The Director’s tour takes you through every single enclosure with the
zoo’s charismatic founder Sharon Matola. All of the animals are indigenous to Belize and most are
rescued, orphaned, injured or born at the zoo. The animals are most active early morning or late
afternoon. There’s also a night tour by appointment starting at 7pm. You could actually visit the zoo in the
day, go tubing late afternoon (see below) then have a relaxing dinner at Cheers and do the night tour in
the evening.

Cave Tubing requires a guide
We can arrange one in advance for you, but it’s easier to just get one on site. They are all licenced and
qualified and you’ll be quite safe.

Driving out toward Belize City, after about 15 minutes you reach signs on the right for ‘Caves Branch
Outpost’ just after St Matthew’s village. The road is a little bumpy, but the scenery beautiful. You need to
pay the parking fee at the car park toll booth, then park up and wait for a guide to approach (and they will!)
They are all good and mostly charge the same price: you can try shopping around, but chances are they
won’t differ that much on the day. It’s anything between $35-$85US per person, depending on the time of
day and time of year. We advise going after 2pm when the cruise crowds have left. Price includes
flashlight, life vest, tube and guide. Always try haggling. The guide will store your valuables in his dry-bag,
but your car is reasonably safe in the car park. Don’t take a camera into the caves unless it’s waterproof.
The hike to the start is interesting and not too arduous. Once you reach the top, it’s a lazy float back down.
There are bathrooms and changing rooms in the car park so you don’t have to go home wet. There is an
evening tour that starts at 3pm where you can experience dusk in the jungle.

ATV Tour
Also along the Caves Branch Outpost road are the ATV Jungle Tours. An exhilarating self-drive through
the muddy bush trails. Great for the kids, or the kid in you!

Baboon Sanctuary
Another 30 minutes driving takes you into Burrell Boom Village (turn left at Hattieville and left again about
5 miles later at the bridge over the Belize river) to the Baboon Sanctuary. It’s a community project where
you’ll see wild black howler monkeys everywhere as well as other wildlife and birds. There’s a really nice
river canoe trip that you can arrange from the Visitor Centre there at Baboon Sanctuary. (around $20US)

Lunch Venues
There are two good lunch venues close to the Zoo & Tubing: Cheers and Amigos. We prefer Cheers, but
they both have their charms and the food is good at either establishment. They are back toward Belmopan
on the highway about 2 miles from the zoo.
If you lunch around Baboon Sanctuary, you should check out Black Orchid Resort just off the highway in
Burrell Boom.

Trips & Tours
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Going South - Hummingbird Highway
(distances are from Belmopan)

The Blue Hole and St Herman’s Caves (12 Miles)
20 minutes out of Belmopan, a little after the village of Armenia is the Audubon Society managed 575 acre park. The
caves and Blue Hole are connected by a stream. You can walk 200 yards into the cave entrance unguided or hire a
guide to tube the entire system. The Blue Hole was formed by the collapse of an underground limestone cave. In this
case, the river running through the original cavern still flows through the cave system, and forms a sapphire-colored
pool at the bottom of the cenote: a gorgeous swimming hole. For a more extreme adventure, visit Mountain Cow Cave
(also known as Crystal Cave). Ask the Audubon guides about this option.

Caves Branch Botanical Gardens (12 Miles)
(booked through Rock Farm. Limited access in high season. Advanced notice required, see Tour section of the folder)
A high-end private eco-resort which has an incredible botanical garden and orchid house. They offer a 2 hour guided
tour for $30US per person which helps fund the free tours for local children. Packages are available for other tours

Billy Barquedier Falls (17 Miles)
The Billy Barquedier National Park entrance is at mile 16.5 of the Hummingbird Highway, shortly after La Taverna
Bar. There are so many trails through the forest you could hike all day. The falls are a gentle 20 minute hike and the
pool is inviting for a swim. The birdwatching is fabulous here, and you can hire a knowledgeable local guide at the
park entrance for surprisingly little money. There’s a serious hike up to Fire Tower where the view is amazing.

Five Blues Lake (25 miles)
10-acre park surrounded by 4000 acres of limestone hills and tropical forests. ‘Five Blues is due to the varying water
depth and ambient light filtering through the trees. A shallow ledge on the eastern edge of the lake will allow you to
wade to a small, forested spot of land that grows a profusion of wild orchids, aptly named Orchid Island. 217 species
of birds and amazing wildlife and flora. There are Forest trails crisscross the park and will lead you to the many caves
and sinkholes that occupy the surrounding landscape. You can swim the lake and dive the deeper areas, or take a
tour of the park with one of the knowledgeable local guides.

Angel Falls Zip Line & waterfalls (26 miles)
A new attraction boasting the longest single-span zipline in the country and amazing waterfall trails. It’s shortly after
Sleeping Giant Resort and there’s a huge billboard announcing the entrance. Reports are that it’s spectacular and a
“bit scary”. They also have rappelling, hiking and tubing in the river and under the falls

Dangriga Town (55 miles)
As you have travelled the length of the Hummingbird Highway, it would be a shame not to stop in to see Dangriga. A
typical Caribbean town and the historic site of the first Garifuna settlers coming ashore in Belize. There's a museum
and many gift stores dedicated to the culture of the Garifuna.

Mayflower Bocawina Park (58 Miles)
Going slightly further afield from the Hummingbird, this park and resort is about 10 minutes along the Southern
Highway and has a bar, restaurant, zip line and waterfall as well as miles of nature trails. It’s about 10 minutes before
you reach the Hopkins turning

Hopkins (65 Miles)
If you’ve travelled the highway in lightning time, then you’re only another 20 minutes or so from the seaside town of
Hopkins. Check out the information in the Beach section

The scenic Hummingbird Highway weaves its way through the mountains and even if you don’t explore any of these
options then the drive is lovely.
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Belize City

If you need to spend your last night in the city to catch an early flight, don’t write it off as a wasted day

On the road (Hattieville) Prison Gift Shop: On the to Belize City you’ll pass the prison and probably smile at
the ‘Prison Gift Shop’ but the crafts the prisoners make and sell there are actually pretty good. Check out the
birding ponds around the area too

Baboon Sanctuary: If you have an extra 2 hours minimum you can visit the “baboon sanctuary” off the
highway at Burrell Boom. About half an hour in on that road you WILL see howler monkeys even without an
official tour. There’s a reasonably priced canoe float down the river which you organise at the visitor centre

Captain Hook’s Shrimp Farm & Croc Sanctuary: On the Philip Goldson Highway (runs North-South)
about a mile north of the airport. Turn in through the Shell Station next to the big white ‘space rocket’. Two miles
in at the end of the road is the shrimp farm. The bar and restaurant is a 3-storey building to the back of the
ponds. They serve ice cold beer and the freshest shrimp in Belize. There’s a watch tower and at the right times
some of the best water-bird watching in the country. Ask to tour the birding trails and the croc sanctuary: there’s
4 crocs in there and they plan to expand. A swimming pool is under construction (no crocs here thankfully) and
there’s paintball

Travellers Liquor Factory Tour: From the airport turning: Continue toward Belize City on the Philip
Goldson (northern) highway along the river front. Cross the bridge over the Belize river estuary and continue for
about 5 miles into the city. Go straight over Benny’s roundabout (near Westrac store) and carry on along the
double road for about another 2 miles The factory is on your right, with a large ’one barrel’ barrel outside.

Belize Museum: Continue on from the Travellers Factory (above), to the large ’flags’ roundabout, take a
left and keep going along the seafront (about 3 or 4 miles) Go right at the ’cannon’ mini roundabout and first left
at the next mini roundabout and you’ll see the museum on your left. If you get lost or miss it, you really need a
map. The whole museum is actually the old jail.

Belize City Centre: Feel free to walk around during the day. There’s some real characters on these streets
and some beautiful old buildings. Be prepared to say no to beggars. Spoonaz Café near the swing bridge is
great for a riverside beer. There’s also Moho Chocolate opposite the café for tasting & souvenirs.

Tourism Village: In the centre, close to the Radisson, All the corny ‘localness’ of a cruise ship village
without the cruise. You’ll need your passport to get in and a fat wallet: the drinks and gifts are quite pricey.

Sip & Sit: A crazy little mobile bar with peddles attached to the bar stools which operates out of a bar
along the seafront by BTL Park close to Hour Bar. Propel your own cocktail bar along the Belize City seafront.

Waer Taxi to Caye Caulker (need at least 5 hours): For the extreme travellers, take a lightning day trip to
Caye Caulker. Jump on the water taxi near the Town Hall and enjoy the cheapest cruise in the country ($35US
return), a few hours and a few beers on a sleepy, sandy island, maybe a quick snorkel trip and back again in
time for dinner.

Old Belize: This is on the western (George Price) highway about 5 miles out of the city. It’s a marina, bar,
restaurant, man-made beach with water slide, and a museum: a train ride through a re-creation of Belize
through the ages. Worth the trip if you have time.

Places to eat: Riverside Tavern, Hour Bar, Birds Isle, Spoonaz, Radisson, Smokey Mermaid, Sumathai
(Indian), Celebrity, Sahara Grill (Lebanese), Belamari at Seashore Drive, Manatee Lookout.

At the airport: You only need an 90 minutes before your flight, especially if you check in online. It’s 30
minutes from the city centre to the airport, ($25BZ taxi ride).

Trips & Tours
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All-day Archaeological & Cave Adventures

ATM Caves (Actun Tunichil Muknal) Guide essential. Advanced booking essential
You cannot access the caves without a guide and you need to book before 5pm the previous day.
We recommend Cayo Adventure Tours, It’s $95 to $120US + tax depending on numbers and season. Their
guides are informative and knowledgeable. Pay cash on the day or credit card by phone the day before.
We offer a drop-off in Teakettle (10 minutes from Rock Farm) to meet your guide, and you will be returned
to Rock Farm by 3pm.
What to expect:
You need tennis shoes or closed-toe shoes with a back strap and you must wear socks. Cargo pants or
shorts, long or short sleeves are all fine. Getting to the caves requires a few short swims so your clothes
need to be comfortable for walking and swimming. There’s a 45-minute trek through the bush, crossing
three streams to get to the entrance. Your guide will supply all equipment to make it through the cave
safely, plus lunch and a drink. You will be in the cave for almost 3 hours. Take a water bottle, bug spray, a
change of clothing, a towel and a backup pair of shoes all of which stays in the car. Leave valuables at
home. Note: No cameras of any sort are allowed in the cave.

Maya Adventure Guides Crystal Cave Canoeing Guide essential. Advanced booking essential
Maya Adventure Guides are 20 mins down the Hummingbird Highway. You reach their station at 8:30am
and they drive you 30 minutes to the start of the river trip. It’s an all day canoe ride through the caves and
jungle, with a picnic on a river beach half way. Satisfied guests say it’s an exhilarating and beautiful day.

Caves Branch Signature Tours: Black Hole Drop, River Cave Expedition, Waterfall Tour
See the separate leaflet in the Guided Tours section. Booking essential

Lamanai Archeological Site (involves a river boat trip to the site)
You’ll need to get to Orange Walk by 9am to catch the regular tour boats. It’s around $70US per person
and you return to the dock by 3pm. Orange Walk is about 1hr 40 minutes from Rock Farm. Private trips
available through Eric Cadle at Lamanai Eco Adventures (approx. $250US) giving you more flexible timing.
Contact 610 1753 or email lamanaiecotoursltd@gmail.com

Tikal (Guatemala) Requires a border crossing
The Guatemalan border is around an hour from Belmopan and Tikal is another 90 minutes the other side of
the border. Only Crystal allows their rentals to cross but you are NOT INSURED. Otherwise, park at the
border and get a Guatemalan taxi on the other side for around $60-$100US for the day trip to Tikal. The
Belize exit fee is $30BZ plus $7.50 environmental tax, and apparently there’s a Q10 (around $1.50USD)
tourist permit fee going into Guatemala. If you take the car it’s a Q40 import permit fee and Q18 for
fumigation. On return there’s no entry fee to Belize but the Guatemalans may charge another couple of
bucks. Best to pay it, even if it sounds suspicious. We can arrange a trip with Guatemalan guide: meeting
him at the border and having him do everything. It’s around $230US for 2 persons including transfer, entry
to Tikal and lunch. Each additional person up to 4 is $60US. Doesn’t include taxes and border fees.

Yaxhá Maya Archeological Site Requires a border crossing
Yaxhá is located between Tikal and the Belize border. If you stay overnight at Tikal you can easily visit on
your way there or back. If you get an early start, you could visit both in one day. Make sure your driver
knows your intentions before you employ his services. “Yaxhá, which translates to "Blue Green Waters",
sits between two beautiful lakes. The climb up many of its Temples, yields breath taking views of the
surrounding area, including both the lakes and the Rio Azul that feeds them. Occupied from 600BC to
900AD, the site offers a variety of construction styles. It is famed for its organized street structure, unique
to the Mayan world, and Stelae which are influenced by Mexico's Teotihuacan”
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Key birding sites in Belize

Cayo
Spanish Lookout and Aguacate Lagoon
(grassland)
Mountain Pine Ridge (raptors)
Blue Hole & St Herman’s Caves & citrus
orchards (forest)

Belize District
Captain Hook’s Shrimp Farm (shore &
waterbirds)
Altun Ha (grassland and passerine)
Crooked Tree Wildlife Sanctuary (Lagoon
species)

Stann Creek
Cockscombe Basin (forest)
Red Bank (macaws seasonal and forest)
Mayflower Bocawina National park
Hopkins & Sittee River
Billy Barquedier National Park (Forest &
Raptors)

Toledo

Corozal

Orange Walk
Shipstern Nature Reserve
Lamanai (New River Lagoon)

OFFSHORE
Man-o-war Caye (frigates and boobies)
Half Moon Caye (red foot boobies)

Birding

Out & About

Day out with an expert birding guide
Prices on application - varies throughout seasons,

but approx. $80US per day using your vehicle

All-day Birding Trips

Raptors: Mountain Pine Ridge

Waterbirds: Crooked Tree & Altun Ha & Shrimp
Farm

Forest birds: Blue Hole National Park & Caves
Branch

Grassland species: Spanish Lookout/Aguacate
Lagoon

Shore & forest bird combo: Hopkins & Cockscombe

Scarlet macaws (seasonal Dec to Feb)
Red Bank & Cockscombe

Lazy Birding: Grounds of BBR, Guanacaste,
surrounds

Birding & sight-seeing combos

Birding with Zipline: Mayflower Bocawina National
Park

Hummingbird Highway: includes a selection of the
following: Blue Hole, St Herman’s Caves, Citrus
Orchards, Caves Branch River, Sibun River, Billy
Barquadier Falls, Dangirga Town (lunch) Ice-cream
shop (afternoon tea)

Prices will be for your licenced birding guide, any
park entry fees and taxes

Will not include field equipment, food or drinks
There are reasonable lunch venues available

throughout
May not include transport



Hiking Destinations
This page is a work in progress. Please let us know of any of your own hiking experiences of note for
inclusion.

Cayo
Mountain Pine Ridge
Blue Hole National Park (500+ acres of trails)
Maya Adventure Guides Hiking Trip ($95US)
Xuantunich - Hike up to the Maya site and explore trails around
Guanecaste National Park (short walk)

Belize District
Crooked Tree Wildlife Sanctuary

Stann Creek
Cockscombe Basin
Mayflower Bocawina National Park
Billy Barquedier National Park
David Falls

Orange Walk
Shipstern Nature Reserve

Tour operators like Cayo Adventure Tours, Maya Adventure Guides and Belize
Audubon Society run guided hiking tours. Check their websites or see the Tour
Operator pages in this book.

Walking & Hiking
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Horse Ride & Swim (at Banana Bank)

There’s no bus service to Banana Bank, so you will need to drive yourself or ask us to help.
Book ahead
To reach Banana Bank, you come out of the end of our road and make a dog-leg across the highway to the
road behind Westar: it is signed to Banana Bank
Follow the white marl road over the metal bridge for about 4 miles, eventually crossing two plank-bridges.
You reach a very obvious right hand turn signed to Banana Bank after the second plank-bridge. Take this
side road for another couple of miles or so. Eventually you will reach a loop in the road with an unusual
round building on your right hand side (this is Banana Bank Jungle Dome). Take the left turn on the loop
and follow until you reach the back of the resort and park your car. Go through the small gate and follow
the path to the hotel reception and someone will direct you from there.
Jungle Horseback Ride (booking essential, call 832 2020 or ask us to arrange it for you)
This is a blissful thing. The horses are docile and the guides are so experienced that it really doesn’t matter
if you can’t ride. I have seen young women in shorts and t-shirts with their 2 and 3 year old children in the
saddle tucked in front of them loping through the jungle, that’s how easy it is! The guides will trek at your
level - experienced, intermediate, average, rubbish, wimp. You want thrills- they’ll give you thrills, you want
to ride through the river and look at monkeys - you got it. Price includes horse, saddle, tack, guide and
someone to wash down your mount and allow you to go laze by the pool afterwards. Rides are from 1 - 4
hours and start at $65US for the one hour trek

Afternoon by the Pool
Banana Bank Resort have a beautiful swimming pool. If you fancy an afternoon topping up the tan and
lazing in the sun, then this is the place for you. There’s no shade so take an umbrella. It’s $10US for the
day to use the pool. In-between swims you can take a stroll and check out the beautiful Belize River.

Local Artist
Banana Bank is the home to Carolyn Carr, one of Belize’s most accomplished artists. Her works include
local scenes of Belize life and amazing images of Belizean people, animals and birds. She has paintings
on display and you can purchase limited edition canvas prints.

Alternative Horseback Treks
There are many excellent horseback tours on offer throughout Belize taking you to Maya sites like El Pilar
and Xuanantunich or to waterfalls or exploring Pine Ridge. We highlight Banana Bank as it’s close to Rock
Farm, easily accessible and great for the novice. Here are a few other providers with more adventurous
treks. Google their websites for details.
 Hannah’s Stables
 Chaa Creek
 Pook’s Hill
 DuPlooys
 Mountain Equestrian Trails
 Outback Trails

Trips & Tours
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HOPKINS
The quaint beach town of Hopkins is less than 90 minutes from Rock Farm.
Take the Hummingbird Highway to the junction with Dangriga and Punta Gorda, and turn right
(south) on the Southern Highway toward Punta Gorda/Placencia
Approximately 3 miles after Silk Grass Village, take the signed left turn to Hopkins.
Take your time across the causeway as there are often spectacular water birds grazing the
lagoons.

Once in Hopkins, you can access the public beaches, or visit Driftwood pizza which has a great
beach for the patron’s use (all the way to the north of the village, turn left after the causeway and
keep going) Sand, sea, beach games, beer and pizza.

For a little more luxury, have lunch at Jaguar Reef and then ask to use their facilities (turn right
after the causeway, it’s about 5 miles along the sandy road)

There’s a few craft shops, a Garifuna drumming school, beach bars and restaurants, resorts and
souvenir shops to explore. There’s also the Curve Bar which is alongside the Sittee River. From
there you can take a river boat tour or a snorkel trip out to sea (we advise you to book a
snorkelling trip in advance)

Hopkins Snorkel Trip (advance booking, cash only)

The Nunez family of Hopkins village have a small, open boat and will take 2 to 6 people out to a
small private caye for the day with snorkel equipment (about an hour trip each way). You need to
provide whatever food and drink you require (and a bottle opener) and your personal clothing/
sunscreen etc and he will take care of the rest. He charges around $400US total or $80US per
person for the day, depending on the time of year, gas prices, number of trippers and how long
you want to stay out there. He will provide snorkel gear and use of a small private Caye (with
bathroom!). He can also provide soft drinks and lunch if you ask. You will get extra love from your
hosts if you take along a couple of extra beers!

You and your provisions need to get to Hopkins by a prearranged time: usually 8am, but the
earlier the better to take advantage of the morning calm seas. Make sure you have the cash with
you- there is no reliable ATM in Hopkins. Take sunscreen, a hat and a couple of towels each, plus
a spare t-shirt to snorkel in (so easy to burn when you’re distracted by fish). There’s a bathroom
on the island, but take paper just in case.

To book, ask us to help, or call him on (+501) 662 0873. Send a text if there's no reply: he will get
back to you.

Beach Day & Snorkeling - Hopkins
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Getting to San Pedro & Caye Caulker

You need to catch the water taxi from Belize City: they run at 60-90 minute intervals throughout the
day. There are two companies: Ocean Ferry and San Pedro Belize Express. Both are fine, although
SPBE have a nice modern terminal with shops and restaurants close to cruise ship terminal and their
own (safe) car park. They also run more frequent boats than Ocean Ferry

Ocean Ferry goes from the swing bridge so the photos are better and they tend to be cheaper

Off season both companies run special offers so check the websites.

CAYE CAULKER (offshore)

The trip to Caye Caulker is around 45 minutes and around $35US return.

Once out there you will be able to take a snorkelling trip with one of the many local tour companies:
we recommend Tsunami which is at the end of the water taxi jetty. A short boat ride takes you to a
spot where you are guaranteed to swim with the sharks and rays, the tarpon breeding grounds and the
seahorse nursery. Ask to do a reef snorkel too. The island itself is very quiet with some nice
restaurants and bars, very few people, hardly any cars and it’s small enough to cover in a day with
ease. If you have the cash to splash, rent a golf cart and see the island in style.

Logistics: 8am By bus Belmopan to Belize City, then a $10BZ taxi ride to the water taxi terminal. Catch
the 10:30 water taxi, 45mins to the Caye and then you have until 5pm to get the last boat back

SAN PEDRO (offshore)

The trip to San Pedro is 90 minutes and around $45US return

Ambergris Caye is much larger than Caye Caulker, busier and twice as far on the water taxi. You can
do it in a day, but it’s going to cut your island time by 90 minutes, although on the plus side you get a
nice extra-long cruise there and back.

If you’re just after those ticks in the box, then do both: there are regular trips between the two islands
and if you leave extra early from Belmopan (6am), you can do everything.

PLACENCIA (mainland)
The ’peninsular’ is quite a trek from Rock Farm. It’s a 100 miles in distance and just shy of 3 hours
drive, with the last 26 miles being Speed Bump City. Once there, there’s little to offer that Hopkins
doesn’t. There are three villages along the peninsular (Sein Bight, Maya Beach and Placencia). In
between the giant resort and Resident complexes, there is still some cute local flavour to be seen
although most of the beaches are sadly inaccessible due to these large corporations.

At the end of the peninsula, Placencia has a nice Boardwalk and public beach area with bars and
restaurants, and some very quaint shops. The strip is also home to the beach-side Francis Ford
Coppla Resort of Turtle Inn which is beautiful and may be worth a quick stop for a drink.

Beach Day & Snorkeling - Cayes & Placencia
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The Famous Great Blue Hole

Diving the Blue Hole

Everyone asks about the Blue Hole. Not the ‘Inland Blue Hole’ 20 minutes away, but ‘The Great Blue Hole’ offshore.

This is one honest appraisal of the Blue Hole dive: http://www.belizeadventure.ca/great-blue-hole/

The general recommendation is to combine it with the following adjacent sites:

 Long Caye Aquarium http://www.belizeadventure.ca/long-caye-aquarium/

 Half-moon Caye Wall: http://www.belizeadventure.ca/half-moon-caye-wall/

Take a look on the next page for a great description of the three dive sites courtesy of a good friend and experienced
local diver Gordon Kirkwood

For the non-divers/snorkelers

 What is it?

It’s a specular sight from the air. From a boat… not so much

 Where is it?

It is 50 mile boat ride away from the popular Cayes: 21/2 hrs from San Pedro and Caye Caulker

 How to get there?

You can take a small, bouncy boat—like I said, 21/2 hrs (50 miles out). Hang onto your butt!

 Fly-overs

If you just want to see it and photograph it, then take a flight. It only looks like those ‘Kodak Moment’ images if you’re
above it. You can rent an entire Tropic Air plane and take a trip out for $750US or there are Tropic Air flights from
Caye Caulker for $200US per person. Astrum Helicopters also do regular trips out, price on application

 Kayak Trips

If you are a little afraid of getting down and dirty with the sharks, then take a kayak trip once you’re out there. At least
you get to say you’ve ‘done’ the Blue Hole.

 Dive vs snorkel - and should I do either?

If you can dive, then do dive. It’s a global top-ten Bucket-List trip. The snorkelling is mediocre at Blue Hole and way
better in other locations. However, many of the good locations come as a combo trip, so if you’re up for a day out on
a boat and you need to get that tick in the Great Blue Hole box, then just do it!

The Cayes in general (pronounced ‘keys’)
Caye Caulker is Ambergris Caye’s quieter cousin, but even Caye Caulker now has a good amount of tourists on it
most of the time. San Pedro has the more high-end restaurants and resorts and much more space to explore in your
rented golf cart (an absolute must for at least one day) Caye Caulker is all about hammocks, and strolling and of
course the Belikin Beer!

Diving
Belize’s diving is not too challenging, but as with anywhere, the currents can be tricky and you want to get the best
dive sites for your limited time and dollar. Always use a reputable dive company, check with two or three for advice
on what it is you’re looking for in a dive and to get the best rates, and remember that it’s way cheaper to go through
the company direct than via your hotel or resort

Out & About
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Your Belize Bucket-list Diving Day
Great Blue Hole, Halfmoon Caye Wall and Long Caye Aquarium

Gordon Kirkwood

The following 3 dives can be dived in one day trip, leaving early in the morning from Caye Caulker (44
miles), San Pedro (50 miles) and Placencia (77 miles)

The Great Blue Hole, Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize

The Blue Hole Natural Monument is one of the 7 protected areas in Belize that make up the Belize Barrier
Reef UNESCO World Heritage Site, it has been protected since 1996 and it is co-managed by the Belize
Audubon Society.

The Great Blue Hole is a 400 foot deep sink hole formed many thousands of years ago and is renowned for
its limestone structures. It is listed among the top 10 dive sites in the world. This dive site is located about 45
miles east south east of Belize City in the middle of Lighthouse Reef Atoll: one of the four Atolls in the
Caribbean, three of which are in Belize.

In addition to the rock formations, divers can see some marine life here including Caribbean Reef Sharks,
Midnight Parrotfish, large shoals of Bermuda Chub and Yellow Snappers.

After making their way to the Great Blue Hole, through gaps in the fringing coral reef rumored to have been
blasted by Jacques Cousteau, dive boats normally moor on the south side of the Hole. Divers then enter the
water, first descending to a sandy ledge at 40 feet and then making the long descent to the gallery of
Stalactites at 135 feet. Because this is a deep dive, the time that the divers spend at this depth is limited to
about 5 minutes, and then the divers start the long ascent back to their dive boat, finishing with a safety stop
over the sandy rim of the Blue Hole. This is mainly for experienced deep divers and some dive operators
offer a shallower dive in the Great Blue Hole for less experienced divers.

Halfmoon Caye Wall, Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize

Almost all of the Blue Hole dive boats make their second dive 8 miles south at Halfmoon Caye Wall which is
also located on Lighthouse Reef Atoll. The Halfmoon Caye Wall dive site is located due south of Halfmoon
Caye, in a Natural Monument protected area. The Halfmoon Caye Natural Monument is one of the 7
protected areas in Belize that make up the Belize Barrier Reef UNESCO World Heritage Site, it has been
protected since 1996 and it is co-managed by the Belize Audubon Society.

At Halfmoon Caye Wall, divers are dropped off over the shallow (30ft) seagrass/sandy area south of the
island. They swim south until they reach the reef wall which rises from the edge of the atoll like a set of teeth.
The dive is on the outside of this wall, heading west with a maximum depth of 60 feet, finishing the dive by
coming shallower on top of the reef or on the seagrass/sandy area.

This protected area has a great abundance of marine life, and many divers consider either Halfmoon Caye
Wall or the Long Caye Aquarium – also described here - the best dives in Belize. Divers on Halfmoon Caye
Wall normally encounter Caribbean Reef Sharks, Spotted Eagle Rays and a variety or Turtles as well as a
plethora of other fish including Nassau Groupers, Barracudas, Midnight and Blue Parrotfish and shoals of
smaller reef fish. There is also a great variety of fan and hard corals and several places to swim through the
reef.
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Your Belize bucket-list diving day continued….
Gordon Kirkwood

Lunch
Lunch is usually on Halfmoon Caye, a very picturesque island fringed with coconut palms, seeing turtle
nesting beaches and the wreck of the old British lighthouse (after which the Atoll is named), and visiting the
Red-footed Boobies nesting site.

Long Caye Aquarium, Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize

Almost all the dive boats that visit Lighthouse Reef Atoll make their third dive at Long Caye Aquarium. This is
also located 5 miles west of Halfmoon Caye and 8 miles south west of the Great Blue Hole. The Long Caye
Aquarium dive site is located on the west of Lighthouse Reef Atoll in front of Long Caye: one of the only
three island on this Atoll.

As this is normally the third dive in a full day, dives are usually limited to 60 foot depth. It’s a drift dive with
the dive boat sometime mooring up to drop the divers in the water at 30 feet over the reef, then divers swim
west until they reach the wall and then they proceed south (normally with the current) along the wall until
they come shallower and finish the dive over the reef again.

Although this is not a protected area there is abundant marine life at this dive site due to its remoteness from
the shore and due to the north-south currents that seem to prevail in this area. Divers marvel at the black
coral fans, colorful coral and sponges at this site and many divers consider either this site or Halfmoon Caye
Wall – also described in this text – to be the best dive in Belize. Divers on Long Caye Aquarium are normally
mobbed by Bermuda Chub on entering the water and these fish tend to follow the divers some way along the
wall too. In addition to the normal diversity of reef fish you will also likely encounter Large Shoals of Creole
Wrasse, Spotted Eagle Rays, Hawksbill Turtles, Tarpon sport fish and the occasional Caribbean Reef Shark.

And by the end of diving here you will probably feel like you have been diving in an Aquarium!

Recommended tour operators for diving
 Caye Caulker: Belize Diving Services, www.belizedivingservices.com , (501) 226-0143

Best dives from Caye Caulker are Turneffe North, Esmeralda/Tackle Box off San Pedro and Blue

Hole / Lighthouse Reef.

Placencia: Splash Dive Shop, www.splashbelize.com , (501) 523-3080

Best dives from Placencia are South Water Caye and Glovers Reef Atoll.

Ambergris Caye, (San Pedro):

White Sands dive shop, https://whitesandsdiveshop.com , (501) 226-2405

Amigos Del Mar, https://www.amigosdivebelize.com , (501) 226-2706

Best dives from Ambergris Caye are only a short distance away from the Caye in front of the

Barrier Reef.
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